SA LEARNING & UPDATE
SYMPOSIUM 2021
FRIDAY 22 OCTOBER 2021
ADELAIDE ZOO

#AIHSinSA or #SAsafetySymp2021

Program

ABOUT THE SA SAFETY SYMPOSIUM
The Australian Institute of Health & Safety invites you to join us for the 2021 Annual South Australian
AIHS Branch Symposium which will be held on Friday 22 October 2021 located at the Adelaide Zoo.
The Symposium will commence at 11:30 and will run until 17:00. A light lunch will be served on arrival.
A separate annual Branch dinner event will be held after SALUS 2021 preceded by drinks amidst the
animals for which all attendees at the Symposium are warmly invited to book in at a discounted rate.

The focus of the SA Learning and Update Symposium for 2021 (SALUS21) will move beyond the
COVID pandemic to consider major ongoing WHS lessons and priorities. This is well reflected in our two
keynote speakers with SA's Chief Health Officer, Professor Nicola Spurrier discussing pandemic risk
more generally through planning and use of both infection and WHS controls, and Business SA's CEO,
Martin Haese, outlining what small and medium enterprises need from WHS professionals. AIHS CEO,
David Clarke, will provide a national Institute update including our input into the next ten-year WHS
strategy from 2022.
Our WHS regulator, Safework SA Executive Director, Martyn Campbell, who also chairs the national
regulator's group, will outline lessons from the respect at work report and on bullying and, with Jason
Mavrikis, demonstrate a psychological risk tool that is very helpful. As always, we will have an update
on key legal WHS cases relevant to professional members from Luke Holland and Daria McLauchlan
that can help keep members and their employers and clients out of jail.

Those who can, are also warmly invited to book into the drinks and dinner event that follows. Kym Bills,
SA Branch Chair."

SYMPOSIUM DETAILS
When: Friday 22 October 2021
Time: 11:30am - 5:00pm
Where: Adelaide Zoo, 1 Plane Tree Drive, Adelaide, SA, 5000
Early Bird Rates:
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (Symposium only)
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (Symposium & dinner)
Non Member & Join AIHS (Symposium only)
Non Member & Join AIHS (Symposium & dinner)
Dinner Only
Student (Symposium only)
Student (Symposium & dinner)
Standard Rates:
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (Symposium only)
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (Symposium & dinner)
Non Member & Join AIHS (Symposium only)
Non Member & Join AIHS (Symposium & dinner)
AIHS Member Dinner Only
Non-Member Dinner Only
Student (Symposium only)
Student (Symposium & dinner)

$140+GST
$270+GST
$340+GST
$470+GST
$150+GST
$75+GST
$205+GST

$240+GST
$320+GST
$390+GST
$520+GST
$150+GST
$175+GST
$75+GST
$205+GST

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events
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FRIDAY 22 OCTOBER 2021
11:30AM

Registration & Light plated lunch

12:15PM

Welcome & Introduction
Presented by Kym Bills, SA Branch Chair

12:25PM

Legal update: "The big stick – Investigations, EUs and Prosecutions"
Presented by Daria McLachlan and Luke Holland, Sparke Helmore

12:50PM Overview of the National arena including the recent Sex Discrimination
Commissioner's Respect@Work Report into Parliamentary Bullying and
Bullying in the Legal Profession
Presented by Martyn Campbell, Executive Director, SafeWork SA.
1:15PM

People at Work Psychological risk assessment digital tool - What it is and
how to use it
Presented by Jason Mavrikis, WHS Advisor, SafeWork SA

1:40PM

Update on AIHS; Review of WHS national strategy
Presented by Nathan Winter, Chair of College of Fellow AIHS

2:05PM

Keynote speaker - ‘Applying best practice infection and WHS control
procedures to minimise pandemic risk’
Presented by Professor Nicola Spurrier, Chief Public Health Officer for SA Health

2:30PM

2:55PM

Keynote speaker - 'What do small and medium enterprises need from WHS
professionals?'
Presented by Martin Haese Chief Executive Officer Business SA
Afternoon Tea

3:15PM

“Human Factors and Ergonomics in the Construction Industry”
Presented by Heidi Turbill and Dr Valerie O'Keefe from HFESA

3:40PM

Using Learning to Improve Performance: A Practical by Andrew Barrett audience session

4:10PM

"Ignite" - 3-5 minutes WHS Research student summaries
Tassia Oswald - Uni of Adelaide - "Mental Health of young Australians during the Covid-19
Pandemic: Exploring the Roles of Employment Precarity, and screen time contact with Nature"
Matthew Borg - Uni of Adelaide - "Heat Stress in the workplace: health services burden and
labour productivity loss in Australia"
Jodie Stevens - CQU " Rail OHS and train driver job design"
Kosat Manning - Flinders Uni - "Spot and its safety application

4:55PM

Overview and Close

5:15PM

Conference Dinner

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS
OUR PRESENTERS
Luke Holland, Sparke Helmore
Luke leads our South Australian and Northern Territory workplace team. He advises on WHS,
employment and industrial relations issues, and is known for his practical and balanced
approach. Luke advises CEOs, senior HR and WHS managers and professionals across
all sectors. His experience gained through working in private practice,
government and in-house, gives him a broad perspective on the workplace issues that impact
employers.

Daria McLachlan, Sparke Helmore
Daria is an experienced safety and employment lawyer who works collaboratively with clients to
develop commercial outcomes. Her on-site and court experience enable her to achieve quick
results that save time and hassle. She assists CEOs, senior managers and HR/WHS
representatives across a range of sectors. Daria has a specific interest in proactive risk
management, and recently completed a Graduate Diploma in OHS. Daria utilises her unique
blend of legal experience and WHS training to assist clients with safety compliance, including
advising on WHS policies and procedures, conducting WHS audits and providing on-site training.
In the event of a WHS incident, Daria frequently attends site, assists with internal investigations,
corresponds with Regulators and provides guidance about the avenues available to defend or
favourably resolve prosecutions.

Friday 22 October - 12:25
Legal update: "The big stick – Investigations, EUs and Prosecutions"

Martyn Campbell, Safework SA, CEO
Martyn Campbell is the Executive Director of SafeWork SA. He has 30 years’ experience working
in compliance, investigation and risk management at executive and senior executive level in the
UK, Australia, Indonesia, Kuala Lumpur, Papua New Guinea and Brunei. Recently, Martyn
worked in the private sector providing safety compliance services to a wide range of industries,
including many in the resources sector across Asia Pacific. Martyn has an Honours Degree in
Law (LLB (Hons)) from the University of Newcastle, UK, a Masters in Law (LLM) from Adelaide
University, a Masters in Occupational Health & Safety (M.OHS) from Adelaide University and is
completing a Doctorate in Business Administration (DBA)..

Friday 22 October - 12:50
Overview of the National arena including the recent Sex Discrimination Commissioner's
Respect@Work Report into Parliamentary Bullying and Bullying in the Legal Profession

Jason Mavrikis, WHS Advisor, SafeWork SA
Jason has over 12 years of experience working in various WHS roles. The Industries/sectors worked
in include mining, healthcare, and government. Previous roles include OHS Coordinator, Senior WHS
inspector, Mine Safety Investigator, and Psychosocial Inspector
Businesses worked for include SA Water, NSW Resources Regulator, SA Health, and the Department
for Water Land & Biodiversity Conservation
Jason has obtained his Qualifications in Dip WHS and Dip Workplace Inspection (Government).
He is currently completing a tertiary qualification in psychology

Friday 22 October - 1:15PM
People at Work Psychological risk assessment digital tool - What it is and how to use it
Workplaces made it clear that they would like more support and practical tools to help manage risks to psychological health.
Australian work health and safety regulators have jointly funded People at Work to provide free tools and resources for this
purpose. People at Work aims to help create psychologically healthy workplaces.
Because every workplace is unique, a risk management process is required to identify psychosocial hazards, assess risks and
implement strategies to control the risks. The risk management approach aligns with Safe Work Australia’s Code of Practice on
How to Manage Work Health and Safety Risks.

PROGRAM
SPEAKERS
OUR PRESENTERS
Nathan Winter, Chair of College of Fellows

Nathan is a former Deputy Chair of the Australian Institute of Health and Safety (AIHS) and former Chair
of the AIHS Finance, Risk, Audit, Performance and Compliance Committee. He has been AIHS’
representative on the Board of the International Network of Safety and Health Professional
Organisations (INSHPO) since 2018 and is currently a member of the Executive Council and is the
Immediate Past President of INSHPO.
Nathan currently runs a Management Consultancy ‘Nathan Winter & Associates’ that specialises in
providing Governance, Risk Management, Occupational Health & Safety, Quality & Environmental
Advisory and Assurance Services.

Friday 22 October - 1:40PM
Update on AIHS; Review of WHS national strategy

Professor Nicola Spurrier Chief Public Health Officer for SA Health
Professor Nicola Spurrier is the Chief Public Health Officer for the Department for Health and
Wellbeing, being appointed in 2019. The Chief Public Health Officer is responsible for public
health and communicable disease issues. Professor Spurrier’s role also includes advising the
Minister and the Chief Executive of SA Health about proposed legislative or administrative
changes in relation to public health.
Nicola is a dual qualified Medical Specialist, Public Health Physician and Paediatrician, with 30
years’ experience within SA Health including 10 years in the Department for Health and
Wellbeing.

Friday 22 October - 2:05PM
Keynote - ‘Applying best practice infection and WHS control procedures to minimise pandemic risk’
Infection prevention and control is essential in reducing the risk of transmission of COVID-19. During a pandemic, all members of
the community have a role to play to ensure that effective infection prevention and control measures are in place.
Businesses in particular play an important role in incorporating best-practice infection prevention and control measures into their
WHS procedures to keep their workforce, and the community, safe. High-risk settings, such as aged care facilities, require robust
targeted levels of intervention to keep the most vulnerable members of the community safe. Similarly, critical infrastructure sites,
such as distribution centres, often need extra controls in place to ensure the continuity of essential services.
SA Health works closely with the business community to provide guidance and practical support to implement best-practice
procedures and guidelines to reduce the risk of transmission. This support ranges from the establishment of the mySA GOV
COVID-SAFE Check-in system, to the development of the COVID- Safe Plans and COVID Management Plans. SA Health has also
developed a range of evidence-based fact sheets and guidelines to support the community, health practitioners and businesses to
implement infection prevention measures.

Martin Haese Chief Executive Officer Business SA
Martin Haese is the Chief Executive Officer of Business SA, Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, South Australia’s peak body for business. Martin co-founded the Entrepreneurs’
Organisation in SA and has taught entrepreneurship for MBA students across the nation. From
2010 to 2013, Martin headed the Rundle Mall Management Authority, where he enabled Rundle
Mall’s upgrade and provided advocacy and program support for more than 700 retailers and
commercial property owners. He deeply understands the challenges facing SMEs.

Friday 22 October - 2:30PM
Keynote speaker - 'What do small and medium enterprises need from WHS professionals?'

PROGRAM SPEAKERS
Heidi Turbill, Chair SA Branch, HFESA
Heidi is an experienced Certified Professional Ergonomist and Occupational Therapist
specialising in the area of optimizing Human performance through design and Musculo-skeletal
Injury Prevention. Consultant to a wide range of industries across Manufacturing, Agriculture,
Utilities, Health care, Steel, Local Government, & Government agencies. Her skills include:Ergonomic / Human Factors Assessment and Safety in Design Projects- Manual Task Risk
Assessments Programs- Office Ergonomics and Manual Handling interventions- Development of
customised training material to support employee programsHeidi has served on the State branch
committee of the Human Factors & Ergonomics Society of Australia (HFESA) since 2014, and is
currently the State Chair for the SA branch.

Dr Valerie O’Keefe, HFESA
Dr Valerie O’Keeffe is a human factors and work health and safety
specialist who applies ergonomics and psychology principles to promote worker
and organisational wellbeing and performance. Valerie is a Fellow and Certified
Professional Ergonomist (Human Factors and Ergonomics Society of Australia) and Fellow and
Certified Chartered Safety Professional (Australian Institute of Health and Safety). She is
currently Senior Research Fellow, Human Factors at the Australian Industrial Transformation
Institute, Flinders University where she is researching the impact of advanced technologies on
the design of manufacturing work.

Friday 22 October - 3:15PM
“Human Factors and Ergonomics in the Construction Industry”
The construction industry has one of the highest incidences of injuries and accidents across the nation, with a Pandora’s
box of human factors and ergonomics related issues. This presentation will go beyond SWMS and induction programs by
shining a light on the interplay between systems, people, work, and the environment. Dr Valerie O’Keeffe CPE and Heidi
Turbill CPE will explore how to design safer work in the construction industry. Utilising their combined research, regulatory
and consulting backgrounds they will present examples demonstrating common pitfalls, best practice solutions and the
potential for technology integration to mitigate risk and promote performance.

Andrew Barrett, Executive Officer, Rural Safety & Health Alliance
& Chief Connector SafetyonTap)
Andrew Barrett, Chief Connector & Podcast Host, Safety on Tap
Andrew Barrett loves doing different things to get, well, different results. He launched Safety on
Tap, Australia's #1 professional development podcast to support health and safety leaders
around the globe to improve. His job title, Chief Connector, means Andrew spends time doing
three things all of which drive performance improvement: connecting people with new ideas,
connecting people with each other, and connecting people with their better future selves.
Andrew lives outside the box, often running towards the very edges of what's possible. He loves
doing this with like minded safety leaders when advising on internal programs, facilitation,
coaching and speaking at conferences.

Friday 22 October - 15:40
Using learning to improve performance - A practical audience session
Arguably the single most important ability that humans have is to learn rapidly and comprehensively, and use that to improve
our performance. Learning is not academic or theoretical, learning is something we are all doing individually and collectively
every day. Despite this, organisations and many practices of modern health and safety are not designed for learning but to
achieve other goals (such as compliance). As a result, we spend our time thinking we are doing things to improve
performance....when we are not.
In this energetic and practical session, Andrew Barrett will enable the audience to steer this presentation and uncover new
practices to improve learning which improves performance.

Thank you to our sponsor

